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Preamble⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Gao Shihua(4)

The Special Process of the Shandong Anti-Japanese Base Areas⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Jin Chongfi(5)

During the periods of the Great Revolution and Agrarian Revolution，the Chinese Communist Party did not build a red

force and red political authority in Shandong，to say nothing of establishing a revolutionary base area．However，during the

eight years of the War of Resistance．the base areas built by the CCP in Shandong were far abead of other base areas in the

total population，numbers of the Party members and military armies，and also the numbers of annihilating enemies．Why

could the Eighth Route Army and the New Fourth Army developed in Shandong during the War of Resistance become the

most important main forces of the People’s Liberation Army，such as the Thirty—Eighth Army and the Twenty—Seventh Army，
after the victory of the War of Resistance?This article systematically probes the special process of the establishment of the

Shandong Anti—Japanese Base Areas and tries to answer this question．In retrospect this history in the 80“anniversary of the

outbreak of the War of Resistance by the whole nation，we are not just for remembering the achievements of predecessors，

more importantly we can get some beneficial enlightenments．

A Study of the Rent Reduction Movement in the Second Segment of Huaibei Base Areas during

the War of Resistance⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Du Guijian，Shan Mingming(49)

From the westward movement of the Forth Division of the New Forth Army in August 1944，to the Second Segment of

Huaibei Base Areas was adjusted as the Eighth Segment of Central China Base Areas，during more than one year the Second

Segment of Huaibei Base Areas carried out the Rent and Interest Reduction Movement．The Movement could roughly be

divided two stages：the first stage was from August 1944 to May 1945，a practice stage of reducing rent and interest in

different locations；the second stage was from June to October 1945，a stage of generally reducing rent and interest．

Through studying the Movement，we can find that in different base areas the raises and implementations of the CCP's

policies of reducing rent and interest are different．The most important factor affecting the aaitudes of tenants in the

Movement is not their understandings to it，but rather depending on the facts：if the CCP's force in the area is strong or not，

and if the CCP's political power is stable or not．

Who Bore the Army Provisions during the War of Resistance?一An Exploration Centering on

the Yeji Case of Army Provisions in Areas Controlled by the Kuomintang

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯··Wh Minchao(62)

The importance of army provisions during the war is self-evident．The Veji Case of Army Provisions occurred in early

1942 gives us a chance to understand how the Nationalist government requisitioned army provisions in levels of towns and

villages．The meaning of probing the Yeji Case is that we can explore the process of the Nationalist government

requisitioning army provisions during tIle War of Resistance through case study．More importantly the Veji Case gives us a

chance to deeply understand the historical details．It is indisputable that the main bearers of army provisions in Yeji are

businessmen in the town who had capitals and lands．It reminds us that though the original intentions of the Nationalist

government to requisition army provisions were probably resisted or transferred，and implementations of all level

governments to policies were perhaps deviated，it is obvious that the lasting and stable requisitions of army provisions need

a good economic basis．
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After Beijing was occupied by Japan in 1937，in order to handle the problem of the Japanese people’s successive

increase and the limited city capacity，the Japanese and puppet government implemented the construction plan of new urban

area in Beijing's Western Suburbs as main portion of Beijing Metropolitan Construction Program．Before the victory of the

War of Resistance against Japanese Aggression．the new area in Western Suburbs had begun to take shape．including

streets，blocks，houses，roads and public facilities，and had become one of construction achievements for Japanese and

puppet government to conduct public propaganda．Before the outbreak of the War of Resistance by the whole nation，Beijing

metropolitan government had planned to construct new urban area in Western Suburbs according to development orientation

of modem cities．The Japanese and puppet government’s plan of constructing satellite town in Western Suburbs perhaps

followed the idea，and its achievements also exerted some influences on Beijing’s city planning in the following years．It

needs to emphasize that in the process of constructing new urban area，the Japanese and puppet government violated the

rights of local peasants，and the modern planning thoughts could not cover its essential purpose of serving for Japanese

colonial rule．

A Probe of the Sino··Japanese War of 1894—-1895 and the Chinese Language Fever for Military
Use in Japan⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Kou Zhenfeng(107)
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After the outbreak of the World War Two，about 1．3 million Austrian adults and

teenagers involved in the war and

became participants of Hitler's all military actions toward foreign countries．This result originated from an idea of Austria

integrating with Germany advocated by the two countries’politicians，diplomats，officers，professors，teachers，public
servants，lawyers，doctors，business representatives，engineers，joumalists，writers and artists，etc．Under Hitler's

advocacy and propaganda．totally 99．6％Austrians decided to“reunify Austria and German Empire”by referendum．This
caused endless harm to Austrian Society．
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